
Bsmart is a Cohesive Application which seamlessly integrates 
all in one smart solution predominantly made for overall 
operations by providing tools for tasks such as managing 
orders, Profit Analysis Tracker, tracking inventory levels and 
locations, shipments, and automating various processes with 
Mobile Application feature to streamline, manage and optimize 
the work effortlessly.Effortless logistics which elevates business 
excellence to unlock the streamlined operations for seamless 
delivery. 


Streamline your business

Bsmart is an effortless 
logistics solution which 
elevates business 
excellence to unlock the 
streamlined operations 
for seamless delivery.

What is        Smart?

All-in-one solution for your business growth

CONTACT US
"Experience the transformation: Let's 
launch your streamlined business in just 3 
days with our all-in-one solution. Request a 
live demo now!"

Email

sales@bsmartsg.com

contact@bsmartsg.com

WhatsApp/Phone

+65 8305 2119
SCAN TO CHAT



INTRODUCTION
Welcome to Bsmart, your go-to effortless logistics solution. Revolutionize the way you 
handle inventory and shipments with our powerful and user-friendly app.

How can your business

BENEFIT FROM

Enhanced Order Accuracy Optimized resource utilization

Improved Task Management Value-based Pricing

Efficient order Fulfillment Reduce Manual tracking time

Efficient reporting & Analysis Scalable & Adaptable Solutions
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HOW

DIFFERENT FROM OTHERS

Tailor made Functionality

Business Scalability

Ease of Integration

Adaptability to Industry Requirements

User-Friendly Interface 

Real-Time Visibility
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HOW                            is suitable

FOR MY BUSINESS

BSmart is suitable for all 

Business size

Unique and easy 

functionality with features

User-Friendly Interface

Support & Training

Security Measures

Integration Capabilities

Customization options

Mobile Accessibility

Custom Cost Structure

Customer Reviews & References
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WHY                          is best product for

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

Real-Time Visibility Accuracy & Precision

Optimized storage & Retrieval Order Fulfillment Efficiency

Demand Forecasting

Reporting & Analytics

Traceability & Compliance
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KEY FEATURES

DASHBOARD

Order Management

Real-Time order status
Track total orders received, pending, and 
delivered for operational clarity

Order ratio insights
Visualize order ratio trends to streamline 
fulfillment processes efficiently.

Payment & Financial Analysis

Payment Ratio Visualization
Illustrate payment trends and ratios for 
financial insights.

Earnings Overview
Display earnings summary for quick 
financial assessment.
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Sales & Profit indicators

Sales Performance metrics
Highlight sales figures and trends for 
business growth analysis.

Profit Analysis
Visualize profit margins to gauge 
business profitability

Expense Monitoring

Expense Tracking
Display total expenses incurred, aiding 
in cost control measures
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Customer app

Track Your Loads
Stay informed with real-time load 
tracking in our Customer App

Instant Credit Updates
No more reminders! Credits seamlessly 
update with corresponding invoice bills 
immediately after processing.

Convenient Bill Downloads
Download customer bills effortlessly in 
PDF format for easy reference and 
record-keeping

Automated Billing Clarity
Experience hassle-free credit updates 
alongside customer invoices, eliminating 
the need for separate reminders or 
notifications.
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Enhanced Customer Experience
Enjoy a seamless, integrated system that keeps you 
updated and offers multiple convenient ways to manage 
your orders and bills.

Sales driven App

Track your Shipments
Stay updated on load locations and 
movement in real-time

Driver Status Alert
Receive notifications if drivers halt or take 
breaks, ensuring continuous monitoring 
and proactive management
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Reports

Sales Reports
View all product overview of total sales 
and revenue

Purchase Reports
Detailed records of all purchases made, 
including Supplier information, purchase 
dates, and quantities.

GST
Summary of GST collected and paid, 
segregated by tax rates or categories 
for compliance

Expenses
Analysis of expense patterns over time, 
helping in budgeting and cost control 
measures

Trip Management

Automated Delivery Management
Bid farewell to manual "assign drivers to vehicles" 
practices. Our Trip Management automates this 
process, setting it up once for seamless daily 
operations.

Adaptive Automation
Set up your delivery process once and let it run on 
autopilot. Make changes when needed without 
disrupting the automated flow.
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Profits

Instant Profit Visibility
Know your profit or loss instantly at the order 
stage.

Avoiding Losses
By identifying losses upfront, our application 
shows you to avoid processing bills for 
unprofitable orders

Accelerated Business Growth
Profitability analysis drives business growth by 
identifying fast/slow-moving stock items and 
meeting customer needs effectively.
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Comes with barcode scanner? Yes

Is thermal printing available for order packing reference? Yes

Track inventory on the phone? Yes

Create purchase/sales order? Yes

Can Help Track Inventory Across Locations? Yes

Can we Keep a Check on my Stock Through the Bsmart App? Yes

FAQ’s
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CONTACT US
"Experience the transformation: Let's 
launch your streamlined business in just 3 
days with our all-in-one solution. Request a 
live demo now!"

Email

sales@bsmartsg.com

contact@bsmartsg.com

WhatsApp/Phone

+65 8305 2119
SCAN TO CHAT

NEED MORE INFO?

Think About the Cost of The Software ?

You are at the right place to experience the transformation: Request a live demo now!" Let's launch 
your streamlined business in just 3 days with our all-in-one solution.

Want to know more about the product?

Schedule the call with our experts to explore the live demo at your available time.

Book Live Demo

DOWNLOAD OUR CUSTOMER and driveR APPs

CUSTOMER APP DRIVER APP CUSTOMER APP DRIVER APP
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